
 

 

Rulergy™ analyzes any kind of consumption, including electricity. Electricity can be analyzed at the 
circuit and device level, delivering actionable intelligence and control required for effective energy 
management and cost savings for any size facilities, from single home or business installations to 
multi-national companies with multiple installations around the globe. 
 
SYSTEM FEATURES 
 
Unlimited Number of Devices 
There is no limit for the number of devices that each site can have, for Rulergy measurement and 
control actions. 
 
Real Time and Historical Measurement 
Rulergy works with Instant, Accumulated, Maximum and Minimum measurement. All of this 
information becomes accessible historically, and the data resolution goes to a minimum detailed 5 
minutes intervals. Real time measurement is also available, with a 2 second resolution rate. 
 
Measure Anything 
Rulergy can measure electricity, water, gas and “whatever” (we collect data from any equipment that 
produces an electrical signal). At this time Rulergy has 18, predefined, different measurement units 
available (W, kWh, V, A, %, VA, kVAh, VAr, kVArh, cosφ, Hz, L, m3, m3/h, ºC, lux, tanφ, unit), and we are 
able to integrate any new measurement unit that might be needed. 
 
Control 
Rulergy can control Devices state (on/off), set point (value, like temperature), percentage (light 
dimmers, blinds state, etc), color (rgb lights). 
 
Rules 
With Rulergy users are able to input system rules to be deployed using user or system criteria that 
effectively will reduce energy consumption, while maintaining the same level of comfort and 
productivity. 
 
Alerts 
Do you want to be alerted when a device state changes? Or when a device is consuming less or more 
that it should be? Or when a device approaches some levels of consumption? Or when your system is 
off-line? Yes, Rulergy can alert users on almost any condition they input into the system and, 
furthermore, is also alerts you if for some reason something is not working properly with your system 
(power failure, internet failure). 
 
Multi-site integrated Analysis and Control 
Rulergy is able to aggregate devices, from remotely apart sites, and manage everything about them in 
an integrated way. A multi-national company is able to analyze data from different offices, and compare 
energy spending’s across different offices. Furthermore, is able to define system rules that the will be 
adopted by local sites. This central management will allow to control, for example, an automated on 
and off time for publicity billboards across the globe. 
 
Cost Center 
What is the cost of what the system is measuring? What is the definition of cost? Money, CO2, 
Gasoline? 
By using the Cost Center it is possible to aggregate Devices in Groups, and for each Group define 
different Tariffs (scheduled costs maps), being that each Tariff can represent a different Type of Cost. 
 



 

 

INTERFACE FEATURES 
 
Hardware Independent 
Rulergy uses web technology to deliver information to users. The interface doesn’t require installation 
and is compatible with all new generation browsers. Specific interfaces for Desktop and Mobile 
equipment makes it easy to use Computers, Smart TVs, Smartphones or other Internet capable 
equipment. 
 
Entity Management 
More than one Site into your Rulergy System? More than one User to access and control Devices? Who 
gets to access what? What’s the access level for each User? Rulergy Entity Management allows a 
System Administrator to have total control over Users and Systems. 
 
Dashboards and Widgets Builder 
Rulergy wide range of system features needed an adaptable interface to go along. Rulergy ability to 
measure “whatever” didn’t go well with a closed and rigid interface, that didn’t allow user 
personalization. 
With Rulergy interface it is possible to build Widget composed Dashboards. It is possible to build as 
many Dashboards a user might need and, for each Dashboard, it is possible to build Widgets and choose 
their Dashboard place. Each Widget works as a small application that can be uses to aggregate 
important information, detach critical information or even get a quick view over Reports. 
Rulergy Widgets are in constant development by the Rulergy Team, and we are open to suggestions 
about specific needs that users might have. 
 
Reports 
Rulergy is able to read and archive historical data in 5 minutes intervals. Instant, Accumulated, 
Maximum and Minimum measurement each 5 minutes for each Device, plus any Costs users might 
input to those readings, make for a lot of data to display and analyze. 
Let’s do some math: If 1 client has 1000 sites and each site has 10 Devices, we are talking 10.000 
Devices logging 5 values for each 5 minutes… That equals 50.000 logs per each 5 minutes, 600.000 per 
hour, 14.400.000 per day, 100.800.000 per week and more than 403.200.000 per month. By the end of 
one year that single client will have more than 4.838.400.000 logs of data to analyze. And what if the 
client could produce some logging data, related to each device measurement like price, co2, trees 
saved, etc, for his own analysis? Yes, the number of registers would increase a lot! 
Need to see and analyze all the data your systems produce? Use Rulergy Reports. 
 
Rules 
Rulergy is Rule Your Energy. To Rule Energy users just need to use Rulergy Rules Wizard and input into 
the system what they want to be done, using the available criteria. Devices on/off using a Time 
Schedule. Devices on/off using an Event analysis, like over or under measurement. 
Rulergy Rules can be created using specific needs, like alert users about an over measurement in a 
Device (Air Conditioner being used off time) or alert users if a Device measurement is under specific 
values (Advertisement Panel Lamps not working properly). 
Rulergy Rules are in constant development by the Rulergy Team, and we are open to suggestions about 
specific needs that users might have. 
 
Notifications 
It is nice to have notifications delivered to Mail and SMS recipients, but with Rulergy you are also able 
to get those notifications into your system, what provides an excellent tool for system behavior 
analysis. 
 



 

 

  
PLATFORM FEATURES 
 
Cloud Based Solution 
Cloud services are supported in tier-3 data centers, connected to more than one operator, what brings 
excellent levels of connectivity. The Data Centers are ISO 27001 and IS 577407 certified.  
The Solution can be applied on local server as well. 
 
Available Anywhere Anytime 
Cloud solutions allow for easy setup and configuration, and independency from the equipment used to 
access it. Rulergy interface is implemented using usability guidelines, and technical tools that allow for 
easy access using any Internet capable device. To go along with that, Rulergy Data is balanced using 
Cloud capacities so it can be fast accessible, independent from Users or System geo localization. If 
Internet access is available, Rulergy will use the faster route possible to rapidly deliver data and control 
capabilities. 
 
Redundant Disaster Recovery and Backups 
Secure Data, with redundant ability to recover fast from any glitch that might affect one Data Center. 
Matrix Backup Scheme that allows you to recover information with a minimum time frame spectrum, 
allowing solid recover from Disasters that might incapacitate total data access. 
 
 


